
OR

(B) (i) What are the basic assrunption used in
ANOVA ? Explain its imponance in

Bioassay.

(ii) Exptain the concept of Prior in
connection with Bayes apProach. Which

hior is used to estimate EDso ?

8+8
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(A) (a) State and Prove Fieller's Theorem.

(b) Derive estimate of relative potency h
direct assay and state its Fiellers limits.

l0+6

OR

I

4

(B) (i) Explain asymmetric parallel line assay

and various test involved in it.

(ii) Discuss components of Bioassay and

define Potency and Relative Potency,

10+6

2. (A) (a) Explain the maximum likelihood me0tod

for the estimation of Parameters in
Probit approach.
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(b) Exptain the procedure of minimum logir

12 to estimate the parameter in dose

response reladonship. 10+6

(B) (i)

OR

Define the following terms

(a) Tolerance.

(b) Tolerance dose.

(c) Quantal response.

(d) Median effective dose.

(ii) Define logit. Show that median effective
dose is given by -

M = - A / b", where 6 and b^ are tIrc least

square estimatos. 8+8

(A) (a) Explain dose allocation scheme in
Bioassay.

(b) Describe allocation of doses by Muller
Schmitt method using maximum
likelihood estimate. 6+ 10

4

OR

(B) (i) Discuss optimum sampling sfiategy.

(ii) Describe Spearman Karber method to

estLnate median effective dose and derive

its variance. 6+ l0

(A) (a) Explain Robbin - Monro method of
sequential approximation.

O) Explain stopping rule and give its

importance. 8+8

OR

(B) (i) Describe Up and Down sequential
approximation procedure suggested by
Weitherill.

eMEDso

(ii) Describe tikelihood function
vadous experimental data.

under
8+8

3

32

5. (A) (a) Explain the Bayesian appreach to the

bioassay problem.

(b) What is Dirichlet Prior ? State atl its
properties. 10+6
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